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MARK SUMMARY
2019, Even Semester
Course id : HTMN6008 - Kitchen Operation
Class : BB56
Lecturer : D4956 - Nurul Sukma Lestari, S.ST.Par., M.M., CHE
No Nim Name LABORATORY (100%) Final Grade
LAB - Lab: Assignment
(30.00%)
LAB - Lab: Final Exam
(70.00%)
AVG
1 2301856541 MARCELINO YOHANES 85 93 91 91 A
2 2301857613 VERRENCIA 85 97 94 94 A
3 2301859594 VERONIA KARINA 81 85 84 84 B+
4 2301871851 MARCO GABRIELLE 85 85 85 85 A-
5 2301874891 FRANSISCA LARASATI 84 91 89 89 A-
6 2301876461 FREDDY 85 92 90 90 A
7 2301879412 SADRAKH RICHARDSON 87 85 86 86 A-
8 2301883183 CHRISTINA 84 97 94 94 A
9 2301889792 GUSTI ANUGRAH FIRDAUS 80 89 87 87 A-
10 2301892736 KARUNA NATADIHARDJA 85 77 80 80 B+
11 2301892805 ANTON SURYA 81 86 85 85 A-
12 2301896822 ALIYAH IKRIMAH 82 96 92 92 A
13 2301900984 FELICIA GIOVANNI 84 95 92 92 A
14 2301901293 CITRA OKTAVIANI 82 87 86 86 A-
15 2301920935 CINDY ALEA CASTA 84 91 89 89 A-
16 2301928944 CALISTA EVELYN BABY
SIGARLAKI
78 70 73 73 B-
17 2301960112 LEO MARTIN 84 70 75 75 B
18 2301961241 CHRISTOFORUS RAJA 74 86 83 83 B+
19 2301961701 FERRY DESPRIANTO 81 92 89 89 A-
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Login As  Lecturer
Home Class HTMN6008 - Kitchen Operation
Kitchen Operation
This course introduces students to aspects of the kitchen that affect their daily duties. The course covers all key areas of kitchen
equipment, food sanitation, food safety, and methods of cooking. Students are also instructed in kitchen terminology and terms,
equipment and cleaning SOP. The course also examines purchasing of ingredients, receiving, storage, rotation and inventory
COURSE INFORMATION
Learning Outcomes
LO1 Identify Standard principles in the use and care of kitchen equipment and utensils
LO2 Describe Personal hygiene and sanitation as required by the food service
LO3 Practice Entry-level technical skills and basic knowledge required in kitchen operation
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Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
GLS







The Culinary Institute of America. (2011). The professional chef. 09. Wiley. New Jersey. ISBN: 9780470421352.
BB56-LAB
No Class Schedule
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 2301856541 MARCELINO YOHANES 26 6 26 0
2 2301857613 VERRENCIA 26 6 26 0
3 2301859594 VERONIA KARINA 26 6 26 0
4 2301871851 MARCO GABRIELLE 26 6 26 0
5 2301874891 FRANSISCA LARASATI 26 6 26 0
6 2301876461 FREDDY 26 6 26 2
7 2301879412 SADRAKH RICHARDSON 26 6 26 0
8 2301883183 CHRISTINA 26 6 26 0
9 2301889792 GUSTI ANUGRAH FIRDAUS 26 6 26 4
10 2301892736 KARUNA NATADIHARDJA 26 6 26 0
11 2301892805 ANTON SURYA 26 6 26 0
12 2301896822 ALIYAH IKRIMAH 26 6 26 0
13 2301900984 FELICIA GIOVANNI 26 6 26 2
14 2301901293 CITRA OKTAVIANI 26 6 26 2
15 2301920935 CINDY ALEA CASTA 26 6 26 0
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
16 2301928944 CALISTA EVELYN BABY SIGARLAKI 26 6 26 0
17 2301960112 LEO MARTIN 26 6 26 0
18 2301961241 CHRISTOFORUS RA JA 26 6 26 4
19 2301961701 FERRY DESPRIANTO 26 6 26 0
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